
What If...
Hello!
A HUGE welcome to the 
What If Program – I am so
happy that you have made
this leap of faith in yourself,
and have taken your first step
towards ending that horrible
feeling of “What If…”

I know that you have wasted so much time thinking and
worrying about “What If” without doing anything about
whatever it is you want to change. How do I know this?

Because we all do it! 

Every single one of us is afraid of making change, because it is
unsettling, unnerving and takes us out of what we know… even
when that situation isn’t working for us anymore. And that can
mean anything from our job, our relationship, our health habits
to our self-care - our concerns are as unique as we are. But we
forget as we waste time worrying and not taking action, that
life is finite and it is passing us by while we are trying to make
our mind up whether to live or not… 
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Look at where you are right now, and at what it is costing
you to stay the same.
Be inspired: I have been where you are and I know where
you can get to!
Get excited about where you want to be. You will see it, and
feel it!
Figure out how to get there and have the mental tools you
need to make it happen.

We all have something that stands in our way of achieving our
dreams and goals, whether it's fear of failure, self-doubt, or just
not knowing where to start. This programme will help you
identify what's holding you back and give you the tools and
resources you need to overcome it.

Imagine a life where your biggest worry is what to do next. A
life where fear doesn’t control your decisions.

That is the life that is ahead of you, and I am excited that you
are taking bold steps towards it! 
Over the next four weeks, you will:

All I ask of you is this:

Enjoy the process: It is a beautiful thing to tap into who you
are, what you really want and feel both at peace with it and
excited about it! Peace and excitement are the two qualities I
aim for in life, and I know that once you find peace with
yourself in your present, you can get excited about your future!
 
Use the process: Learning and doing are two different things.
Making a breakthrough about what you want but taking no
action is a waste of your precious time.
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So let’s make a promise right now, that you will use the tools
that you will learn over the four sessions. Beautiful things
happen to those who are brave enough to take action towards
the life they dream of. 

That means you.

Love,
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What If...

Before we begin…

I’d like you to ask yourself a few questions. On one level, this
program is dedicated to you figuring out what it is you want
and what’s stopping you from trying to get it, through the
simple process of flipping the question we all ask ourselves:
“What If…?” 

But in essence, it is about you gaining a greater understanding
about yourself, about why you want the things you do, and
how committed you are to getting them. Without judgement;
all our dreams are different, as are our reasons why.

Understanding our ‘Why’ is as important as getting to the
bottom of what’s holding us back from getting there, because
really all we want is happiness and fulfilment. We are all
looking for a deeper connection to ourselves and our loved
ones, fulfilment in our work and personal lives, gratitude for
what we have and passion for what we are working towards.

Understanding that what we get is not what makes us happy,
but who we become is what gives us that mysterious blend of
peace and excitement that we crave. 
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What If...
So, before we dive into your “What If…”, I’d like you to ask
yourself:

Why are you here? Why did you join me? 

What are you committed to getting out of this program?

What changes do you want to see for yourself?

How do you think these changes will affect those you love, and
who love you?

Now ask yourself again… why are you really here?
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NOW LET'S BEGIN
Let’s play the 'What If...' game. Let’s begin by narrowing down
the ‘What If…’ questions that are going round in your mind.

List three areas of your life where you would like to change.
1.
2.
3.

Why do you want this change? 

What is the outcome that you would like? Write down the
best-case scenario, even if it seems absolutely impossible and
out of your reach.

What will your life be like if you don’t do anything; you don’t
take any action to change the life you are living right now?

What will it look like by the end of the year? What situation
will you be in? How will you feel? How will this affect your
family? Your relationships? Your finances? Your health?

What will it look like in one year from now? What situation will
you be in? How will you feel? How will this affect your family?
Your relationships? Your finances? Your health?

What will it look like in three years from now? What situation
will you be in? How will you feel? How will this affect your
family? Your relationships? Your finances? Your health?
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Sit for a moment and close your eyes. Imagine how you are
going to feel in five years-time, knowing you have taken no
action to change your current circumstances. 

You have now been in the situation you are currently in for five
more years. You are five years older. There will have been
global changes in that time, political changes, economic
changes, family changes, personal changes. 

How do you think you will feel? 
How will this affect your family? 
Your relationships? 
Your finances? 
Your health?

On a scale of 1 – 10, how important is it NOW that you figure
out WHAT it is you need to do?

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

The only answer to this question by the way is 10!

So let’s get you started.
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WHAT'S YOUR 'WHAT IF...'?
Based on the list you wrote at the start, and the exercise we
have just done, choose one thing that you would most like to
see change in your life but are too afraid to take action on.

I want to: 

But “What If…”:
On the next page, in the left-hand column, under “What If… it
goes WRONG?” write down every single problem you may
encounter. Write down every WORST-CASE SCENARIO you
can think of.

How was that? Did it scare you – thinking of all the things that
could go wrong if you started making changes to you life? Or
made a bold decision? If it didn’t scare you, you haven’t gone
deeply enough. Use more paper if you need to, simply draw a
line down the middle and keep going, pushing yourself to
think of things that could go wrong – from financial worries,
relationship fears, friend’s reactions, sense of identity –
anything. Just keep going.

Well done. That wasn’t easy, and may make you change your
mind about the whole idea of taking action! So go back and re-
read the section before. Remind yourself of how your life will
be and how you will feel if you take no action just because you
are scared of the fallout.
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TIME TO FLIP IT
Now go back to your list, and with every “What If…” that may go
wrong, write down the opposite scenario. 
What if it goes right? 
What if that doesn’t happen? 

In the right-hand column, under ‘What If… it goes RIGHT”
write down the BEST-CASE SCENARIO you can think of.

Now you can see that just as it is possible for everything to go
wrong, it is also possible for everything to go right. 

Highly Likely to Happen
Could Happen
Probably Won’t Happen

On the next page, in the ‘What If…’ it goes WRONG list, put
them in order of:

Now go through both lists and
re-order them

Highly Likely to Happen
Could Happen
Probably Won’t Happen

In the ‘What If…’ it goes RIGHT list, put them in order of:
And then:
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...it goes WRONG ...it goes RIGHT

Highly Likely to Happen Highly Likely to Happen

Could Happen Could Happen

Probably Won't Happen Probably Won't Happen
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Well done for completing your first task! You have just played
the ‘What If…’ game properly, because you have looked at
both sides and seen that in both cases, absolutely anything is
possible, from the very worst to the very best.

The consequences of INACTION: What your life could look
like five years from now if you do nothing to change it.

The power of ACTION: What your life could look like five
years from now if you do something to change it.

The WORST possible outcome of you taking action.

The BEST possible outcome of you taking action.

You can now clearly see:

This was a big step today, because it is scary to look these
things in the face! But it is also really powerful, and I’m so
proud of you for looking at things in a way that both frightens
and excites you – it is a bold first move!

Our next step is to take these fears that you have unearthed
and give you decisive plan of action so that you know exactly
how you are going to deal with them, if they happen.

That’s what I will be showing you next time, in How to Build
Your Personal BLUEPRINT FOR FAILURE. 
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